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LINEAR SPACES AND PRESERVERS OF BOUNDED RANK-TWO
PER-SYMMETRIC TRIANGULAR MATRICES
W.L. CHOOI*, K.H. KWA", M.H. LIM", AND Z.C. NGt
Abstract. Let IF be a field and m, n be integers m, n ~ 3. Let .sMn(lF) and SJ;;(lF) denote the
linear space of n x n per-symmetric matrices over IF and the linear space of n x n per-symmetric
triangular matrices over IF, respectively. In this talk, the structure of linear subspaces of bounded
rank-two matrices of SJ;;(lF) will be given. Using this structural result, a classification of bounded
rank-two linear preservers "if; : SJ;;(F) _, .sNtm(F), with F of characteristic not two, is obtained. As
a corollary, a complete description of bounded rank-two linear preservers between per-symmetric
triangular matrix spaces over a field of characteristic not two is addressed.
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Bounded rank-two linear preservers
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